SPi Healthcare maintains a coding accuracy rate of 95% for our clients. Can you afford anything less?

“SPi Healthcare has been a dependable, consistent, and indispensable part of our DRG assurance program and coding process since 1999. They make us better at what we do best.”

Pam Rollins, MM, RHIA
Director, HIM
Shands University of Florida

Complete Coding Services

Poor coding performance directly impacts your financial performance. What’s more, it can lead to regulatory compliance issues that are a huge distraction for today’s healthcare executive.

SPi Healthcare’s domestic and global coding services, provided by AAPC- and AHIMA-credentialed professionals, will enrich your HIM department to help you successfully deliver improved care and an accelerated revenue cycle, with greater code quality and accuracy.

For nearly 30 years, SPi Healthcare’s coding services have helped our clients speed the revenue cycle and optimize profitability – while reducing their FTE costs.

Experience and Results

Today, we provide coding services for over 30 physician practices, hospitals and academic medical centers across the United States, handling billing for over 3,800 physicians and processing more than $3 billion in charges annually.

SPi Healthcare’s experienced coding team maintains a consistent coding accuracy rate of 95% for our clients. We also offer denial management services which typically resolve 90-95% of denials for our clients, often restoring millions of dollars to their bottom line and minimizing days in Accounts Receivable (A/R).
All Types of Coding, All Major Specialties

SPI Healthcare offers inpatient, outpatient and physician professional-fee (pro-fee) coding for every major specialty, including specialties with complex coding requirements such as Radiology and Anesthesiology.

All of our coding staff members are certified by organizations such as the American Academy of Professional Coders (AAPC) and American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA).

Whether you are looking for a partner to manage all of your coding needs, or supplement your in-house coding staff, SPI Healthcare has the expertise and experience you can trust.

Working hard to improve healthcare!

About SPI Healthcare

SPI Healthcare has provided health information management and revenue cycle services since 1986 and is the combination of two industry-leading organizations: Springfield Service Corporation (SSC) and Laguna Medical Systems (LMS).

SPI Healthcare currently employs over 600 employees in multiple locations throughout the United States. SPI Healthcare handles over $3 billion in physician charges, codes approximately 2.5 million encounters, and audits approximately 150,000 health records annually.

For nearly three decades, SPI Healthcare has helped our clients work through tough situations and overcome complex challenges. We roll up our sleeves in partnership with every client, at every level of our organization, to help our clients reduce costs so they can provide quality care.

For More Information

To learn more about our coding services or to request a proposal, call 708-342-6900 or email info@spihealthcare.com.

Subscribe to updates and check out our blog at www.spihealthcare.com.

Follow us at:
- Twitter.com/SPiHealthcare
- Facebook.com/SPiHealthcare
- LinkedIn.com/company/SPiHealthcare